OUTCOME OF MILLROSE RACE BOOSTS ENGINEERS' REPLY CHANCES AT B. A. A. GAMES

Bill Smith, Johnny Pool, Bill Gurney, Captain Yard Chittick

NASH SENDS WIRE TO CANCEL DATES HERE

Forced to Abandon Work for Two Months at Advice of Physician

MAY SPEAK HERE IN APRIL

(Special to THE TECH)

Cincinnati, February 1, 1922

Mr. Nash completely wore out from nervousness in December. Doctors put him on his feet at least two months of complete rest and cover all speaking dates otherwise.

(Telegraphed)

N. M. BUTLER, JR.

The meetings that Mr. Nash has been forced to cancel were to be held in Waller, on the above subject. The only excuse for this change of Mr. Nash's New England speaking trip is that every effort will be made to have Mr. Nash speak here in April.

The T. C. A. feels that the message that Mr. Nash was giving is one that must be gotten to the men of the Institute, but that no effort will be made to have him speak in the Waller meeting until the T. C. A. feels that it is possible to cancel the date and Mr. Nash's health has improved.

Mr. Nash. Meetings Like Eddy Talks

Nash Meeting As Eddy Talks

One of the most interesting and important talks to both students and Faculty, a meeting of the T. C. A. was held on the 28th last year at the time of the Eddy talks. A discussion of the meeting was held at the time. A discussion of the meeting was held at the time. Owing to the cancellation, the reports of the various organizations of the members of the Institute at this time.

WAR ARTICLES ARE FEATURES IN T. E. N.

Articles on Hydraulics and Water Power Place in February Issue

BIOGRAPHY PROFESSOR MILLER

The February number of the Tech Engineering Review, which was placed in the hands of all students, also contains many interesting articles. For instance, the article on the Tech, E. A. St. Laurence '22, gives a readable account of the activities of the School of Chemical Engineering Professor, the late Professor Charles E. St. Laurence, who was a very popular member of the class of '22. The article also describes the development of the school since the time of its incorporation as the various students of the school during the last year of its activity. This report is a valuable addition to the records of the Institute of Technology, and is highly recommended for all students.

should the Student Tax Be Raised?

UNSUMMARIZABLE ODDS

Last spring Technology's crew pushed its own formation into intercollegiate notice as it had never done before. Its boat, the "Chieftain," was a real winner, and its performance in the Millrose A. C. games was a real disgrace to the Institute.

The first adding machine, the crude and the inefficient products of the modern world, was a popular exhibit at the recent Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago. The machine was an enthusiast and the only other machine in the exposition that had a machine like it was in operation in some corner of Chicago.
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